
Powerline Technician
941. Series capacitor is used in a transmission line to

A Improve load power factor B Reduce line losses

C Limit short-circuit current D Compensate the voltage drop

942. For voltages less than 66KV a 3 phase cable usually consists of

A 3 single core cable B Double core cable

C None D 3 core cable

943. What is the relationship between coulombs, current and time?

A | = t/QV B Q = |t

C | = Qt D Q = |/t

944. Which of the following does the crane operator accept notification that the power line has
been de-energized?

A Site engineer. B Crane dispatcher.

C Power company representative. D Signaller.

945. Which of the following is pole gain?

A notch cut into a pole B device used to unload poles

C pole that has exceeded its life span D type of preservative

946. Type 1 system under parabolic input will have which of the following?

A Parabolic output B Any of these

C Actuating signal which will increase
with time

D Actuated signal which will decrease
with time

947. When building a vertical corner, the materials used are:

A Chicken wing configuration B Wood cross-arms

C String glass D Wish-bone configuration
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Powerline Technician
962. A constant-head parameter is used for

A Coarse-grained soils B Organic soils

C Silty soils D Clayey soils

963. Skin effect in a conductor becomes more pronounced

A At lower frequency B At DC

C At higher frequency D None of these

964. Which of the following is the recommend depth of burial for 40 feet or greater wood utility
poles?

A 10% of length B 10% of length plus 1 foot

C 10% of length plus 2 feet D 10% of length plus 4 feet

965. What is the advantage of direct laying of underground cable ?

A Simple and less costly B Alteration is easy

C Easy fault location D Easy extension of load

966. How the size of feeder is decided?

A On the Basis of current of the line B On the basis of height of line

C On the basis of length of line D On the basis of line voltage

967. The power transmitted will be maximum when

A Corona losses are minimum B Receiving end voltage is more

C Reactance is high D Sending end voltage is more

968. The probable cause(s) for failure of a circuit breaker on electrical compound could be

A Trip circuit open B Trip latch defective

C Spring defective D Any of these
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Powerline Technician
1033. Which of the following is the compressive force on the dead end pole (TxH/L) if the height

of the pole is 10m, the tension is 570kg and the guy is placed 14m from the pole?

A 40.71 B 768

C 407.14 D 69.4

1034. In a circuit breaker the time duration from the instant of the fault to extinction of arc is
known as

A Lag time B Operation time

C Lead time D Clearing time

1035. Which of the following do the marks on a bolt head refer to?

A material it is made from B manufacturer

C tensile strength grade of the bolt D length of the fastener

1036. On a split phase motor, a centrifugal switch is used to disconnect which of the following?

A armature B capacitor

C start winding D run winding

1037. For measuring a very high resistance we should use:

A Kelvin's double bridge B None

C Meggar D Wheat stone bridge

1038. What is required when connecting a protective ground?

A To first connect one end of the
grounding device to an effective
ground.

B To remove the connection from the
conductor before connecting the
ground connection.

C To connect one end of the grounding
device to an effective ground as the
last step.

D To use dry wood handled tools.
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Powerline Technician
1039. To measure a resistance with the help of a potentiometer it is

A Necessary to standardise the
potentiometer

B Not necessary to standardise the
potentiometer

C None D Necessary to use a volt ratio box in
conjunction with the potentiometer

1040. Moving iron meters are extensively used for the measurement of A.C. voltage and current
because

A Its torque weight ratio is more B No current flows through the moving
element and is robust

C None D It is very accurate

1041. The transient stability limit of a power system can be appreciably increased by introducing

A Shunt inductance B Series capacitance

C Shunt capacitance D Series inductance

1042. SF6 gas has excellent heat transfer properties because of its:

A High dielectric strength B Low gaseous viscosity & High
dielectric strength

C Low gaseous viscosity D Higher molecular weight

1043. Five 12 ohm resistors are connected in parallel. A single pole switch is placed in series
with each resistor. What will be the current through each resistor when all the switches are
closed and 24 Volts is connected to the circuit?

A 6.0 Amps. B 0 Amps.

C 4.0 Amps. D 2.0 Amps.

1044. In Laplace and Fourier integral

A Only frequency domain is related B Frequency and time domain are
related

C None D Only time domain is related
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Powerline Technician
1057. Which procedure must be completed before removing a bayonet fuse from a transformer?

A Secondary cables must be
disconnected.

B Transformer oil must be drained.

C Voltage check must be performed. D Pressure relief valve must be pulled.

1058. Linear system obeys

A Principle of superposition B All of these

C Reciprocity principle D Principle of maximum power transfer

1059. How can the strength of a magnetic field of a coil with an air core be increased?

A decreasing the number of turns. B increasing the current.

C reducing the voltage D increasing the air gap.

1060. Which one of the following information is required when installing a fused disconnect
switch?

A kV rating of the line, kVA load and
continuous current flow

B kV rating of the line, line current and
feeder fault current

C kV rating of the line and the load, and
feeder fault current

D kVA rating of the line, kVA load and
feeder

1061. Breaking capacity of a circuit breaker is usually expressed in terms of

A MVA B MW

C Volts D Amperes

1062. Which of the following is the correct definition of a relay?

A an optical sensor B a current controlled amplifier

C a pass transistor D an electrically controlled switch
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Powerline Technician
1068. What must be considered when changing-out dampers on a transmission line?

A Conductor weight, line current and hot
stick capability.

B Conductor weight, operating voltage
and insulator rating

C Conductor weight, structure height
and hot stick capability.

D Conductor sag, operating voltage and
line current.

1069. What often causes the vibration of a tower

A Unstable structure B Uneven ground

C Harmonic vibration D Loose guy

1070. In a control system integral error compensation _______ steady state error.

A Minimizes B Does not have any effect on

C Any of these D Increases

1071. What is the full form of UTP copper wiring?

A Universal stranded Twisted Package B Unshielded Turns Pair

C Unshielded Twisted Pair D Uniform sheated Turns Package

1072. The minimum number of wattmeters required to measure power in an unbalanced three-
wire system is

A One B Two

C Three D Four

1073. Which of the following is the kVA on a 120/208V transformer bank when the wye
connected load is 145, 165 and 150 A line current?

A 55.20 kVA B 36.74 kVA

C 98.20 kVA D 46.89 kVA

1074. Which of the following degrees Celsius is the maximum allowable conductor temperature
for LWMI cable? (Refer Table 19)

A 60 B 90

C 75 D 110
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